
Typography



Seeing comes before words.
The child looks and recognizes before it can speak. The relationship between 

what we see and what we know is never settled.
BERGER



The design of letterforms for reproduction 
and the arrangement of type and image in 
space, on pages and screens

The mechanical notation and arrangement 
of language
BAINES



Formalized 
Writing
 DRUCKREY



Conservative Eye
Radical Hand

HOLMES
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Type is saying things to us all the time. 

Typefaces express a mood; an atmosphere. They give words a certain coloring.

Graphic design is the communications framework through which these messages 

reach us—about what the world is now and what we should aspire to.   

— RICK POYNOR, DESIGN JOURNALIST, HELVETICA



Style 
is an intrinsic 

component 
or characteristic 
of the author’s 

personality.
NABOKOV

Type and lettering employ the same alphabets and numerals but are 

endlessly different in visual form; like human faces (and plants and other natural forms),  

we’re drawn to their variety; we enjoy the experience of looking;  

to admire and compare. 





IN PENN LIBRARY CATALOG:

 1311 ITEMS 
FROM SEARCH “TYPOGRAPHY”

 MANY IN 

Z250 AREA



2000+ 
TYPEFACES FOR PRINT AND WEB IN 

2012
TYPOGRAPHICA.ORG



The eye overrules  
the numbers.

CARTER







Beautiful groups of letters,  
not a group of beautiful letters

CARTER

Hamburgefons
NN  BN  ON  OO  n o p   H O D
m n p q o d h c l t j i   P B N M A E F H O G



Sharp POINTED  Brambles.

Now you’ve got it, finally!

fall break begins: october 8, 2015.

cap height x-height

baseline

roman             italic               descender

all caps

initial capital and lowercase

small caps

oldstyle numerals

ligature                ascender    

bowl

cross bar

counter

serif

left align             ragged right

Leading is the 

space between the 

lines of text

12 point type

  

18 points

This is 12/18 Scala
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two story ‘a’
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Scala Regular
Scala Italic
Scala Bold
scala caps

Scala Sans Reg
Scala Sans Ital
Scala Sans Bold
Scala Sans Bold Italic





Identifont

What the Font

Fonts in Use

Font Feed

Typorn





SPACE
All modern design is about space.

VINCENT SCULLY



THIS ADVANCED STUDIO focuses on design definition, 
investigation, and experimentation and explores how individual 
designers can balance the tension between their idiosyncratic 
creations and the larger audiences that receive their designs. 
The course asks students to re-examine the traditional role of 
the designer and challenges them to discover new methods of 
practice.

The three assigned projects address a variety of criteria, 
environments, and media. The final work is an independent 
research project.✻

Spacing

letter (kerniing or tracking)

word

line (leading)

space after period

Typesetting

widows and orphans

hyphenation

Design

alignment (center, left, or right)

line length (words per line)

margins

paragraph (space, indent, etc.)

rag  

Emphasis

position, size, caps, bold, ital

Rhythm

A > B > A

Establish a set of rules and a logical system, but in the end the eye should decide.  Matthew Carter

Specifications

text: 15.5/24 Franklin Gothic Book

width = 72 picas

paragraph space= .0625”

first 3 words: 14.5 caps, + 100

dingbat at end of story



Typography is a grid.
FROSHAUG







TSCHICHOLD

The placement of type in a given space



Berlusconi Offers to  
Quit if Euro Reforms  
Are Passed
By Rachel Donadio And Elisabetta Povoledo

ROME — Cornered by the European debt crisis, 
Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi of Italy offered a 
conditional resignation on Tuesday, agreeing to step 
down but only after Parliament passes an austerity 
package demanded by the European Union, a move 
that could bring the country closer to early elections. 
    Mr. Berlusconi, one of Europe’s wiliest leaders and 
the principal figure in Italian politics for 18 years, had 
failed to reach a parliamentary majority in a key vote 
on Tuesday, increasing the pressure on him to resign 
as financial markets drove up Italy’s borrowing costs 
to new records and raised further alarms about eco-
nomic contagion in Europe. 
    The prime minister met on Tuesday evening with 
the President of Italy, Giorgio Napolitano. A state-
ment issued by the president’s office after the meet-
ing said that the prime minister had acknowledged 
“the implications of the result of the day’s vote in the 
lower house,” but at the same time had expressed 
“concerns” about the need to pass the urgent reforms 
asked by Italy’s “European partners.” The prime min-
ister said he would resign once the pledged measures 
had been passed. 
    Under Mr. Berlusconi’s offer, once he formally 
stepped down, the president would then begin talks 
with various parliamentary leaders to decide whether 
to go to elections or try to form a new government 
with the existing political assembly. 
There was no timetable affixed to Mr. Berlusconi’s 
conditional resignation offer. The additional mea-B







WERKMAN



Type 
Snobs!


